DISCLAIMER
This document and its contents are not intended implicitly or explicitly to provide for financial
or legal advice nor as a guarantee of the future performance for Defi Gold or any other
investment mentioned in the whitepaper. Consult with your financial advisor and/ or attorney
for any financial or legal questions. Cryptocurrencies are extremely speculative and are
subject to powerful market forces and fluctuations outside of Defi Gold Finance team.
Therefore, it is your responsibility to take all necessary security precautions when purchasing
any cryptocurrencies.

ABSTRACT
The Prophecy. 狮秦。La profecía.
To avoid overcomplicating the technological subtleties, we will attempt to condense the
content in a way that is suitable to the typical 90 IQ tiny human brain.
DFGL was established upon entry into this realm of time, with the ability to utilize the power of
the blockchain and decentralization in order to infinitely expand upon and honor the true
vision of a new financial paradigm. One of your greatest leaders once said, “We are an
experiment in decentralized spontaneous community building” which is what DFGL has
aimed to accomplish while providing otherworldly utility and ecosystem beyond this time.
It is with this utility we choose to preserve your civilization after seeing our own civilizations
expand beyond what our home world was able to provide. Much like our own species, human
society is on a downward spiral. The current system is dominated by destruction, greed,
enslavement, and corporate domination. DEFI GOLD games, NFTs, Swap, Staking, DAO and
DFGL Token is our gift to you.
We are your salvation.

INTRODUCTION

Defi Gold is a next-generation hybrid blockchain-based DeFi platform, where users can earn
cryptocurrencies (DFGL Token & BNB) by playing Our fun & addictive games, collect and mint
tradable NFTs, Staking and Claim DFGL Token from our reward zone.

Defi Gold platform is the most rewarding platform in DeFi spaces where users can earn DFGL
Tokens as reward.
DFGL token is a community focused DeFi token that will be used throughout the Defi gold
ecosystem like Games, NFT, DAO, Swap, and Staking.
We believe that great things take time to build and that success will require long-term
commitment from our team and community

Defi Gold Ecosystem (Platforms)
We want Defi Gold to become the first ecosystem truly owned and operated by the
community. This opens up limitless possibilities but must be approached carefully. In the
past, projects have been abandoned and become stagnant using the term “decentralization”
as a ruse. The shift to a true Decentralized organization will occur gradually over time
Defi Gold Tokens (DFGL) are an BEP20 governance token for the Defi Gold ecosystem. DFGL
holders will be able to claim rewards if they stake their tokens, play the game, hold & stake
NFT, and participate in key governance votes. Players will also be able to earn DFGL when
they play various games within the Defi Gold Universe
Defi Gold team created these platforms (Defi Gold ecosystem) to ensure that DFGL become
fully utility token (use case) and community become the only key to DFGL Token
development

DFGL TOKENOMICS
Token details
Ticker Name : Defi Gold (DFGL)
Total Supply : 369,000,000 DFGL
Monetary Policy : Fixed Supply with Non-Programmatic
Deflationary
Decimal: 18
Network: Smart Chain (BEP20)
Contract: 0xdb157cebd9c9c4cafd2172eba14cb05c731fc598

TOKEN ALLOCATION

45% For Game players, Staking and NFT Reward
25% Locked For Airdrop & Community build
15% Locked for Liquidity & Development

10% Team and partners
5% Listing and Marketing

ROADMAP

Please note that there are many things that could change the ordering of these priorities
including massive traction, breakthrough research, and feedback from the community. In
addition, it should be understood that these are projections that we are making to the
best of our ability but are subject to many potential disruptions, Our roadmap will be
updated several times when it needs to make Defi Gold great.

Bellow are our short term roadmap up to June 2022, we will update DFGL roadmap
accordingly to development needs

WHY A DECENTRALIZED PLATFORM?
Trust
Information is data, and data should be publicly available. Consider Wikipedia on a larger
scale. You can trust what you read on it because it incorporates background checks and other
methods of information authentication. Decentralization tackles trust issues by allowing
multiple people to govern a network. Users don't have to trust a central authority, and there
are safeguards in place to prevent inappropriate behavior.

Security
Large sums of money are held in centralized exchanges, making them a prime target for
hackers. With the rise in cryptocurrency trading volume, centralized exchanges are becoming
more tempting to hackers. However, we provide our consumers with a comprehensive security
feature.

Defi Gold Products in Development
We are working hard to develop a number of products available in our ecosystem which are
Games, Swap, Staking, NFTs and DAO. All of these products are part of our ecosystem. DFGL
token will have a prominent role in all of our available upcoming products. Every week our
team will write a report on what happened, what was achieved, and what is planned for the
coming week. This way, all token holders are always aware of what we are doing, For more
information please check our roadmap.

Defi Gold Game (Play 2 Earn Game)
Gaming NFT is the next big wave that is coming to crypto space. GameFi is a term used to
describe intersection between gaming activities and decentralized finance that work in a
mission to eliminate all financial barriers to players. Our game will mostly based on Stake to
play to win, This means player will need to stake some DFGL token and play in order to win
without affecting the amount of his/her staked DFGL, only wallets with DFGL staking will be
able to connect and play
In order to give our players the ease of navigation and operability, we will create an InGame and Off-Game DeFi product to allow both traditional players to execute DeFi related
actions within the application itself without having to go and connect to the Web3
application, and still allow the seasoned Crypto players to connect to our Web3 Application
to execute their DeFi related actions.

Staking & Farming
To ensure that only the true believers of DFGL will be rewarded, we will initiate early Staking
and farming opportunities. You will be able to utilize DFGL tokens to earn More DFGL Tokens
which you can withdraw / claim anytime you wish to. Also users will be able to un stake DFGL
Tokens anytime.
When you stake DFGL also you will be able to play our STAKE TO PLAY game to earn more
DFGL Without affecting the amount of your staked DFGL

NFT
Defi Gold NFTs mint will be available soon as mentioned in our roadmap, users will need
some DFGL Tokens to mint Defi Gold NFTs, When public mint is live anyone will be able to
mint instantly.
By holding Defi Gold NFTs users can also play our P2E games to earn more DFGL Tokens, or
user can receive DFGL Tokens as reward by just holding our NFTs.
Defi Gold NFTs have some unique characteristics. They are stronger and more qualified to
have better ratings that helps them perform efficiently in our play to earn games or even sell
them in NFT market places.

DFGL Swap
Defi Gold Swap Allows users to convert tokens directly from their wallet in an instant,
convenient and secure way

Exchange Listing & Partnership

Exchanges listing
CoinTiger Exchange Listing on 22 March 2022
Hotbit Exchange Listing on March 2022
Pancake Swap Listing on April 2022
Probit, Gate.io , Bitmart, Huobi, Bithumb and more exchanges coming on May & June

Partners & Supporting Platforms

